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Chapter 1695 Managed Mode

In an instant, Lady Peach Blossom’s face darkened again.

The front foot just praised that this kid has some discernment and knows how to
repay his gratitude.

As soon as the back foot stood up, it started to dismantle again?

The old lady has seen a ghost.

Can’t you be stupid?

“Why do you ask that? She just drank an ordinary glass of wine.” Peach Blossom’s
tone became very indifferent.

However, Wiliam shook his head and said, “Because I feel that the temperament
of my family’s Fengxue has also changed, and it has become very different from
before, so when I was in a coma, what did you do to my family’s Fengxue?”

Be your big head!
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Madam Peach Blossoms was madly scolding her in her heart.

Fortunately, Bai Fengxue stood up at the right time and said, “Wiliam, how did
you guess that the glass of wine that grandmother gave me is indeed a rare
treasure in the world. After you passed out, the two of us were also free when we
were idle. Mother said it was boring. Anyway, I drank that glass of wine and
couldn’t waste it. Just help me quickly adapt to the blood marrow inheritance,
and help me quickly improve my martial arts cultivation…”

Wiliam looked at Bai Fengxue with a speechless expression.

What does it mean to be idle?

What does it mean not to waste…

When was Feng Xue so stupid?

It was obvious that the grandmother had already arranged it…

Help Feng Xue adapt to the blood marrow inheritance, improve the martial arts
cultivation base…

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


This last sentence made Wiliam ecstatic.

He also wondered whether Feng Xue could have the power to protect himself.

It never occurred to me that the grandmother even helped Feng Xue do it.

Wiliam bowed his hands to his grandmother again and thanked him, “Thank you,
grandmother, for your kindness and virtue, we will never forget it!”

Lady Peach Blossom rolled her eyes to the sky, she just didn’t say a word.

You know a woman’s heart so well, why don’t you be a scumbag?

roll roll roll!

damn thing!

The atmosphere is so deadlocked here.

Just when the grandmother wanted to say something to ease the embarrassment
and give Wiliam a step down…

Wiliam turned around again, grabbed Feng Xue’s hand, and asked excitedly,
“Feng Xue, are you very good now? After all, it’s Petite Rou’s blood marrow
inheritance, it’s not a joke…”

“I don’t know either, but it should be considered powerful, right?” Bai Fengxue
replied weakly.

The grandmother behind her was speechless.

Dare you don’t need to give yourself steps!

This guy himself is a step, he can go up, down, bend and stretch!

“Don’t you know if you try it?” Wiliam couldn’t wait to know how powerful Feng
Xue was now, and he was about to walk outside with Feng Xue.

But Feng Xue was still a little hesitant, “It’s not good, go back and try again, the
grandmother is still here.”

“It’s not a shady sport. What is grandmother afraid of? She has a lot of experience,
so she can watch and observe, and can help us point and move.” Wiliam said
without hesitation.

Feng Xue’s face turned red.

How can a good word change from the mouth of this guy.



Lady Peach Blossom was so angry that she almost fell asleep.

“Oh, how should I put it, although I did inherit the blood of Petite Rou, but in only
three days, I didn’t go deep into the blood essence of the Frost Cang Python and
her unique cultivation technique. I am empty now. I have strength and no moves.”
Bai Fengxue said depressedly.

“Then what? Didn’t you just say that your martial arts cultivation improved
rapidly?” Wiliam was stunned.

I don’t understand what strange things these two women did while they were
sleeping.

“Let’s put it this way, my grandmother made me a special mode for me.” Bai
Fengxue seemed a little embarrassed to continue.

“What mode? It’s still weird?” Wiliam asked quickly.

“It’s just like you play games, there is a hosting mode. Once I enter that mode, I
will become powerful, but it is equivalent to handing over my body and mind to
the bloodline. The bloodline fights by instinct, I don’t know. But after I get used
to the bloodline and learn the bloodline exercise, I can get rid of this mode and
become more powerful.” Bai Fengxue thought of a good explanation.

Managed mode?

What weird stuff?

Wiliam was full of doubts, but it was okay to think about it.

The hosting mode is the hosting mode, as long as it is not a stripping mode, it
doesn’t matter.

“Boy, do you really want to try Feng Xue’s strength at this moment?” Peach
Blossom interrupted suddenly.

She wanted to beat Wiliam for a long time.

“Of course, it is urgent.” Wiliam nodded and said.

He wanted to know Feng Xue’s true strength as soon as possible in order to
better protect her.

“Okay, not bad. Then I will do as you wish and go out with me.” Lady Peach
Blossom took the lead and walked out.

Wiliam and the others quickly followed.



They couldn’t see the peach lady walking in front, the corner of her mouth drew
an arc, as if she was planning some kind of trick.

“Just here, I can’t wait.” Wiliam stood in the open space in front of the small
house and said.

“Beautiful thoughts! You two are both extremely destructive things. You will pay
for breaking my Peach Blossom!” Lady Peach Blossom gave Wiliam a blank look.

“Oh, then go wherever you say.” Wiliam can only do what he wants.

“I’m going to set up a Peach Blossom Land, and you won’t have any problem
messing around in it. Moreover, I must first make it clear to you that after
Fengxue enters that mode, only if she completely subdues her, or she completely
subdues you, will the Sober up, do you understand?” Peach Blossom said.

Wiliam nodded, “Understood.”

“I understand too.” Bai Fengxue obediently followed.

Lady Peach Blossom waved casually, and a gleaming white light appeared in front
of their door.

The white light is similar to a door, which should be the Peach Blossom Land
Illusion that the Peach Blossom Lady said.

Wiliam looked at the door, thinking in his heart, now is the Peach Blossom Spring
fantasy, and when he first came here, it was also a fantasy.

Could it be that Lady Peach Blossom’s heart has something to do with fantasy?

“In the fantasy world, it’s just a test of strength. Wiliam, you don’t need to use
your unicorn power, understand?” Lady Peach Blossom said to Wiliam.

Wiliam naturally understands that what unicorn power is used against Feng Xue
is not an enemy.

As long as the strength is roughly measured.

“Well, let’s go. After I come out, I will tell you where the upper limit of Fengxue is
in the future, and I will give you a big surprise.” Lady Peach Blossom waved
casually, Wiliam’s body seemed to be being pushed, and the person directly into
the aperture.

Then disappear.

Just as Feng Xue was about to enter, she was suddenly held back by Lady Peach
Blossom.



Lady Peach Blossom looked at Feng Xue with a smile, and whispered, “Feng Xue,
when you go in later, you will use the weapon I gave you to deal with Wiliam, you
know? Otherwise, you can’t beat him, and he doesn’t know your depth. .”

Bai Fengxue looked at Madame Peach Blossom doubtfully, “Use the weapon you
gave me? Are you sure?”

“Of course, I’m so good to you, will I lie to you? It’s all for you, for the good of
your family Wiliam, trust me, take out your weapons and fight.” After the peach
blossom finished speaking, she sent Fengxue into the into a fantasy.

When they disappeared, Lady Peach Blossom showed a happy smile and
muttered to herself, “Fengxue, beat him so hard! I’m so mad!”
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